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What’s New

Product in Focus

HS335 Diesel Unit

HV335

A diesel powered compact high pressure cleaner is now
available in the Hawk range. The unit comprises the HS335
Hawk piston pump, and the Kama
KM170F engine. The new
model is called the D/12-120
and is capable of a maximum
pressure of 120 bar and
volume of 12 l/min. The
unit’s reliability and
cheaper running costs,
make it an excellent
option for most
industrial cleaning
applications. It will
retail at a price of
R11470 + VAT.

A new unit in the Hawk range
makes use of a vertical shaft
engine instead of the more
expensive horizontal option.
It is fitted with the new HV335
pump from Hawk, which is
directly mounted on the Intek
5,5hp motor. The unit can
maintain pressures up to 140
bar and volumes of 12 l/min
with the use this engine, this
model will retail for only
R6800 +VAT

Comrades Marathon

New Guard for FV Rotating Nozzle
The FV series rotating
head has recently been
upgraded with the
addition of a
protective casing
around the nozzles.
This is to protect the
head from being
damaged while being
inserted or removed
from manholes on
tanks. The price still
remains the same.

The Comrades
Marathon was
held on the 16th
June and this
year was a down
run. Monitor had
two mist tunnels
along the way.
The first was in
Hillcrest which
was sponsored
by Wimpy and
the second was
near the Tolgate
bridge which
was sponsored by the AA. We would like to congratulate all
the runners who ran and completed the tough 89.9 kms.

Humour

Meet Our Staff
Bernard has worked at
Monitor since August 2000,
he is the driver of our
bakkie, Hawk 10, and is
responsible for
all our
deliveries in the Durban
area.

“He who laughs last thinks slowest.”

Versatile, durable and affordable
float valve solutions
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The “Mac Valve” is a hydraulic pilot controlled float valve with
a difference. It solves most of the typical problems associated
with float valves. The most impressive feature of this patented
valve is how it allows full flow of incoming water. In normal float
valves they activate even if a small amount of water is drained
from the tank. This doesn’t happen to the Mac Valve, as the
shut-off mechanism is such that it is either fully open or fully
closed.
It is made of
polycarbonate which
makes the it very
hygienic. It is available
in several inlet sizes
including 20mm,
25mm, 32mm, 40mm.
The outlet in all cases
is 25mm.

Technical Specifications
Material:
Operating temperature:
Storage temperature:
Service:
Working pressure:
Inlet size:

Polycarbonate
0 - 50°C
-20 - +80°C
Continuous
0,2 - 6 bar
20, 25, 32 and 40mm
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